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Introduction
One Sunday afternoon, I had prepared what I thought was a delicious dinner
for my family: lasagna, fresh spinach salad, and whole-wheat rolls. My oldest
child, who was about four at the time, declared he was full before dinner even
started. He told us he had absolutely no room in his stomach for any of the
food that was on his plate. Of course, being an enlightened mother in the
twenty-first century, and not wanting to feed my child when his hunger cues
told him not to eat, I allowed him to visit with us during the meal and not eat
a single bite of his dinner. Then we dished up dessert. My son in the most
sincere tone informed us that although he was not hungry for dinner, he was
definitely hungry for dessert. That was the first of hundreds, if not thousands,
of similar conversations between me and my children. They are hesitant to eat
what is good for them, going so far as to say they are too full to eat, yet so
quick to dive into dessert as if they hadn’t eaten all day.
If your family is anything like mine, this story is familiar! Kids have a huge
variety of healthy and not-so-healthy food to choose from today. It’s easy for
them to pick and choose the foods they are “hungry” for. Store shelves are
crowded with bright packages of foods, with new ones being added daily.
Unfortunately, these attractive foods aren’t necessarily good for our children.
Many of them are filled with preservatives, artificial ingredients, synthetic
dyes, processed sugars, and large amounts of sodium.
We know that our children should consume real foods like whole fruits and
vegetables in order to receive vital nutrients without the added sugars and
empty calories. Whole fruits and vegetables provide children with the perfect
balance of proteins, carbohydrates, essential fats, vitamins, and minerals.
But how can we get them to eat these fruits and vegetables? Our kids may
not like the flavors or textures. And in our fast-paced, fast-food world,
sometimes we just see fruits and vegetables as too inconvenient. Washing,
chopping, preparing, and cooking are sometimes too much of a hassle.
Homemade smoothies and juices are the perfect answer for today’s kids.
These fruit- and vegetable-based drinks have all the good stuff of fresh fruits
and vegetables, minus all the bad stuff of preservatives, synthetic dyes, sugars,
and sodium. They can provide kids with essential nutrients in a way they
won’t complain about. As your kids begin to make a habit of drinking fresh
juices and smoothies, you can feel confident that they not only survive the
sick season but thrive the whole year. This cookbook is the solution for
showing you how to make smoothies and juices your kids will always be
hungry for. Instead of refusing fruits and vegetables, they’ll be asking for
more!
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How to Use This Book
This book is your go-to reference for making healthy changes in your
children’s diet. Whether you are just beginning this journey or have been
committed to healthy habits all along, the juice and smoothie recipes in this
book will help you on your way.

Customize It!
Each smoothie recipe can be custom-made for the way your kids like it. We
almost always add a few ice cubes to our smoothies if we aren’t using frozen
fruit. The ice gives smoothies a milkshake texture that my kids enjoy. The
juice recipes can also be customized. My kids enjoy juice more when I add a
touch of water to make it thinner and chill the drink in the fridge for a few
minutes so it’s super-cold.
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How the Book Is Organized
Chapter 1: Helping Kids Become Super Healthy shows you how the juices
and smoothies in this book can help your kids become healthier—and stay
that way. The recipes themselves are divided into four chapters.
Chapter 2: Morning Sunshine: Drinks to Jump-Start the Day contains
smoothies and juices that are perfect for starting the day in the healthiest way
possible. The fuel our kids consume after waking up should be full of good
carbohydrates to get them going, and the smoothies and juices in this chapter
do just that—while keeping out the artificial junk of traditional breakfast
cereals. Replacing sugar-laced cereals with a smoothie or fresh juice is best for
sending kids to a long day of school. The midmorning sugar crash will go
away, and they’ll be able to pay attention in class better.
Chapter 3: Ready for Anything: Drinks on the Go gives your family recipes
for smoothies and juices that are perfect for kids on the move. When your
family is busy and you need to grab and go, these are the best recipes for you.
These drinks are ideal for heading out to soccer, or even just spending a day
on the lake.
Chapter 4: In Better Snacks for Better Kids: Drinks with a Purpose, each
recipe has a specific feature that will help make kids healthier. From helping
quash motion sickness to enhancing memory to strengthening immunity, the
recipes in this chapter will boost your kids’ health.
Chapter 5: Just for Fun (and Then Some): Drinks for Dessert contains all
the delicious dessert recipes you can imagine. Birthday parties, celebrations,
and after-dinner treats can now be filled with health and wellness instead of
sugar and illness. The best part is kids will enjoy these treats as much as, or
even more than, traditional dessert foods.

Reading the Recipes
Each recipe is designed to appeal to kids and to be simple for parents to whip
up. To make the recipes even more helpful than usual, the recipes feature
several bonuses.

Super Sidebars

Each recipe includes a sidebar packed with details about the recipe that will
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help you in your journey to wellness. You’ll find six different types of
sidebars:
• Time Saver Tip. This type of sidebar gives shortcuts and ideas for
saving time and making the recipes as quickly as possible.
• Nutrition News. This type of sidebar offers information on how certain
ingredients in the smoothies and juices will help your children stay
healthy.
• DIY. This type of sidebar offers do-it-yourself ideas for making the most
of the juices and smoothies in this book and to encourage your children
to eat healthfully.
• Picky Eater. This type of sidebar gives ideas and techniques for helping
picky eaters learn to love their fruits and veggies.
• Green Tip. This type of sidebar gives you choices for being as
environmentally conscious as possible when making and serving these
juices and smoothies.
• Make It Fun. This type of sidebar shows how you can make eating
healthfully fun for kids, instead of a drudgery or chore.

Reading the Icons

Throughout the book, each recipe also includes icons that show that
recipe’s special feature. Look for recipes that contain superfoods, those that
are great to make in big batches, drinks that should be consumed fresh, drinks
that you can store for later, drinks for the whole family, drinks that are great
for athletes, drinks that are great for immunity, and those that include dairy.

MEANING OF THE ICONS

Nutritional Analysis
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The recipes in this book include full nutrition data. You’ll see a listing that
looks like this:

That means that particular recipe has 74 calories per serving, no grams of
fat, 1 gram of protein, 1 milligram of sodium, 19 grams of carbohydrates, 16
grams of sugars, and 2 grams of fiber.

Recommended Dietary Allowance
To know how these recipes fit into a healthy eating plan for your
children, check out the Mayo Clinic’s nutritional charts by age and
gender. It will help you determine the appropriate amount of these
nutrients for your child depending on his or her age:
www.mayoclinic.com/health/nutrition-for-kids/NU00606
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1
Helping Kids Become Super Healthy
Like most parents, you want what’s best for your children, but you’re pressed
for time, money, or energy—or all three! So you may end up giving your kids
less-than-perfect meals as a result. Still, you want to do better—you’re just not
sure how. This cookbook is the answer! You’ll learn how to use juices and
smoothies to improve your children’s health and nutrition, even if you are low
on time, money, and energy! Ensuring good nutrition doesn’t have to be timeconsuming, expensive, or hard.
Let’s start by looking at the facts—what your kids should be eating.

Dietary Recommendations: the American
Academy of Pediatrics
According to the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), children ages two to
eight should eat:
1−1½ cups fruits per day
1½−2 cups of vegetables per day
3−5 ounces of grains
2−4 ounces of beans or meats
2 cups of milk
3−4 teaspoons of oil
That seems simple enough on the surface, but you know that getting that
much fruit and veggies into your children can be a challenge. Serve a kid a
cup of boiled green beans and you’re probably not going to have much luck
getting it down the hatch without a lot of stress and frustration on both sides.
That’s why juices and smoothies are such a blessing! It’s a lot easier to
convince your child to down a delicious smoothie.
The AAP recommendations allow for half of the fruit servings to be in the
form of fruit juices (not fruit-flavored drinks). Specifically, kids ages one to
four could drink 6 ounces of fruit juice per day, and kids over ten can drink
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up to 12 ounces per day. Infants younger than six months should not consume
juices in any form. The AAP further recommends juice should only be offered
to a child who can drink from a cup. Juice should never be served to babies or
toddlers through a bottle as that tends to promote cavities.
The AAP also recommends juice and fruit-based drinks be part of a meal or
snack, rather than sipped throughout the day. This is a great opportunity for
teaching kids that fruits and vegetables are part of a balanced meal. When
you make the juices and smoothies together, kids also learn where their food
and drinks originate, giving them a greater connection to their food.

Your Child’s Natural Eating Habits
Kids grow at different rates and sometimes even go through periods
where their growth is slowed considerably. During these times, kids
naturally eat less and sometimes significantly decrease the amount of
food and calories they are comfortable eating each day. It’s not necessary
to force your kids to eat all the food recommended by the AAP. These
guidelines can help you plan meals for your children, shop for food to
stock your pantry, or prepare that midday snack for your hungry kids,
but don’t worry if your kid is eating less than usual. Do, however, make
sure that they’re not replacing good-for-them food with less-thandesirable options.

Putting Recommendations into Practice
Other organizations have developed guidelines that will help you make good
decisions about your children’s nutrition. For example, the USDA recommends
for children (and adults!) age two and above:
Half your plate should consist of fruit and vegetables.
Cut back on foods high in solid fats, added sugars, and salt. This
includes most processed foods and baked goods.
Choose 100 percent fruit juice instead of fruit-flavored drinks.
Eat a variety of vegetables, especially colorful vegetables.
Using these simple rules of thumb will help you ensure your children are
getting adequate nutrition.
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The Importance of Good Nutrition
Good nutrition helps children become and stay healthy. It also helps them
maintain an appropriate body weight (obesity among children is becoming a
serious health problem; according to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, nearly 20 percent of children are obese).
Eating fruits and vegetables gives children’s bodies the proper nutrients
necessary to work as efficiently as possible. Without essential nutrients,
phytochemicals, and antioxidants, kids would not have the building blocks
necessary to build new bone, muscle, and heart tissue. These nutrients also
keep all of their organs functioning properly.
Eating a variety of the recommended amount of fruits and vegetables
provides kids with:
A decreased risk for heart disease, stroke, digestive diseases, and
type 2 diabetes.
An improved and strengthened immune system with the ability to
protect and fight against infections. This means fewer sick days for
kids.
An ability to maintain a healthy weight.
Better vision and healthier skin.
Healthier gums and teeth.
A decreased risk for cancers.
Improved digestion. Fiber is essential for optimal digestion, and it is
only available in plant foods.
More energy to play! Kids who eat well run faster and longer than
the kids who are fueled by junk.
A preference for healthier food. The more fruits and veggies they
eat, the more they want to eat, creating the conditions for lifelong
good health.
Better brain function.
Better sleep.
Increased longevity.

The Solutions
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So, we know that eating more fruits and vegetables will help our children
thrive, but it can be a challenge to get kids to consume them! Kids aren’t the
only ones who struggle with this. Adults also find it hard to consume enough
fruits and vegetables. One way they meet this challenge is to blend up
smoothies and squeeze fruits and vegetables for their juices. Done well, this
can be a delicious way to supplement or even replace meals while getting in
the dietary requirements for fruits and vegetables every day. Why not do the
same for our children as well? Our kids can enjoy and benefit from this trend
just as we do. However, instead of using smoothies and juices for detoxes or
weight loss, we can tailor the smoothies and juices we make for our kids to
promote good health and good nutrition.

Picky Eaters

Kids who have become accustomed to processed and overly sugary or salty
foods are the toughest ones to convert to more nutritious foods. I received an
e-mail from a desperate mother, Aileene, a few weeks back. Aileene said, “My
kids won’t eat anything orange. Actually, they won’t eat any fruits and
vegetables for that matter. What can I do?” These pleas for help come into my
inbox almost daily. When you make the decision to feed your family better,
it’s frustrating when the kids don’t jump right on board. You take the time
and spend the money on healthy food to make a positive impact in their lives
only for your kids to turn up their noses and declare it “looks too gross” to
try.
Fruit and vegetable smoothies are perfect for hiding vegetables for picky
eaters. After blending, there is generally no indication which vegetable you
have included in their drinks beyond the color. Even the pickiest eaters will
be fooled by the smoothies’ natural sweetness, not even realizing there could
be veggies in their cup. You can include spinach, broccoli, kale, and other
bitter greens that kids seldom like when simply served on a plate.
At the end of the day, it takes creative and clever parents to help their kids
meet the daily requirements for fruits and vegetables. We work with what
we’ve got and keep trying until something sticks. Blending up and juicing
fruits and vegetables can work wonders because it bypasses most kids’ “gross
factor” radar. Kids are more likely to try a smoothie than a plate of spinach.
Kids are more likely to drink a glass of juice than eat a carrot.

Persistence Pays

It’s important to keep trying and be persistent to develop good health
habits. Whether your children accept your drinks initially or not, don’t give
up. As you consistently offer fruit- and vegetable-based drinks, your kids will
slowly form important habits that they will keep the rest of their lives. You
can include fruit and vegetable drinks for mealtimes or for snacks. Drink them
yourself to encourage your children to do the same. Incorporating these
drinks at mealtime will teach kids it is food and part of your meals. As you
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